The BioMotionBot: a robotic device for applications in human motor learning and rehabilitation.
Robotic manipulanda are an established tool for the investigation of human motor control and learning. Potentially, robotic manipulanda could also be valuable in the investigation of skill learning in more natural movement tasks. Most current designs have been developed for studying dynamic learning and rehabilitation and are restricted to 2D space. However, natural upper limb movements take place in 3D space, sometimes with high underlying forces. In this paper, we introduce a robotic device, the BioMotionBot, that can be used in established applications of dynamic learning and rehabilitation but also enables the investigation of skill learning in more natural 3D movement tasks with large dynamic perturbations. The design of the BioMotionBot is based on a mechanism with hybrid serial and parallel kinematics. We first describe the BioMotionBot's mechanical design, the electronic components, the software structure and the control system. To investigate the performance of the BioMotionBot, its stiffness, endpoint mass, endpoint viscosity, haptic resolution, force depth and impedance ratio are evaluated. Additionally, we develop a detailed multi-body simulation model to validate aspects of the structure and behavior of the BioMotionBot. Finally, we present experimental data from a dynamic learning task in 2D and test a 3D scenario with virtual walls. Our results demonstrate that the BioMotionBot can be used for research in human motor learning and rehabilitation and also has potential for the investigation of skill learning in more natural 3D movement tasks.